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I. INTRODUCTION AND FORMULAIION ol- THY PRORLCM 
During the recent past, there has been considerable interest III various 
classes of polynomial spline functions and the minimization problems which 
arise when these classes are endowed with the Chcbyshev norm. The prototype 
of all these problems is Chebyshev’s: Find the polynomial P,+,(X) of degree 
at most 171 ~~ 1 such that the quantity 
is minimal; this leads to the classical manic Chebyshev polynomials. Much 
later- the problem was generalized to the case of monnsplines (see (3, 91). 
For example. Johnson considered the problem of minimizing the quantity 
111ax 
-1. x I 
x”’ --- .s711-,‘l.(.Y)~, 
where S,,+,,(x) is any splint function of degree ttt .-- 1 with k simple knots, 
and he was able to characterize the umque solution to this problem m terms 
of certain alternation properties. 
More recently, Schoenberg and the present author have been considering 
another important class of functions: the perfect splines. To define this class 
let vz and k bc natural numbers. A function P(x) is a perfect splirze of degree wz 
having k distinct simple knots in the open interval (- I. 1) if there are points 
I .< .~r K x2 -‘: ... ’ si s 1 such that 
* This paper constitutes a doctoral thesis prepared under the guidence of Professor 
I. J. Schoenberg and submitted to the University of Wisconsin. Madison. The author 
uould like to express his deep appreciation tn Professor Schoenberg for his constant 
Inspiration and help. 
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(a) the restrictions of P(.Y) to each of the interval> ( I > .Y) 1, 
(.r, . 3-J . . . . (.Y,t , . A-,, ). (x,, . I) are polynon~ials of degree III. 
(b) P(x) E C+‘[-- I, I]. 
(c) P”“‘(X) //I! . except at the knots. where the /Irth derivative 
may fail to exist. 
We denote the class of such functions by .fl,(.,, This definition is due to 
Glaeser [3]. However, earlier such functions played a central role in some of 
Favard’s work on interpolation with functions whose l&h derivatives are of 
minimal sup-norm [I]. 
While deriving best possible inequalities between the norm5 of the 
derivatives of ;I function defined on the half line [8], Schoenberg and the 
author were lend once again to the notion of a perfect spline. As a small part 
of this work. we considered the following problem of Chebyshev type: 
Determine within the clas:, of perfect splints .< ,,,,, the perfect spline P,,,,,.(.Y) 
of least I., -norm on [ I. I]. i.e.. tind P ,,,,, such that 
P i,l,i ,’ i I1 I‘ s 11 p P(.Y) (I.11 
Pi /‘,,, ,/, -, ( 1 
In the case where k : 0. this reduces to the classical Chcbyshev problem. 
Since the k knots are themselves variable. WC see that the family -f,,,,, depends 
on III ! k parameters. and so we should expect the optimal solution to have 
177 ~1 /\ -, I points at which the extreme values 1Pw.I I are assumed with 
alternating sign. This indeed turned out to be the case and M’e established the 
following theorem [8]. 
THEORI-a?. 7l7ur ix u luliijue P,,,,,,(.Y) .sarisyt,~i17g ( I . I ) ~17d it is N pef?ec’t splitre 
of’rlegree 171 11,itll k sii77pk kf7of.v. MnrroWr. P,,,,,,(s) Iu7.s precise!r 177 .- k I 
poir7ts of c~rtio.cc~illrrtioi7~ af7tl this cl1arai~teri~e.s the optir7ral sohtioii lo ( I I ). 
As a simple illustration of this theorem, we can construct explicitlq P,,, 
for arbitrary k. say k m-m 3. Let T,(s) be the quadratic Chebyshev polynomial 
pictured in Fig. I, and let 3 p be its two Leros. In Fig. 2. we have started 
with T,(X). cut off at /3. Then we have attached on arcs of ‘r?(.r) restricted to 
[a, /?I, but inverting them as necessary to obtain R f’ composite function. 
Finally on [<:, . h] we describe an arc identical to T,(X) restricted to [t. I]. 
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Thus. i”? 5, = (;< ~ 5, = p ~ k. By a change of variables converting the 
inter\ al [II, h] to [-- I, i ] and normalizing the new function so that its highest 
degree coetlicients are 1mm I, we obtain a perfect spline satisfying the conditions 
of the above theorem. Indeed, ~7 -L k ~ I 2 :~ 3 1 1 7 6. which is 
precisely the number of extrema exhibited in Fig. 2. 
For higher degrees, constructions analogous to the above break down 
bccauie WC fail to get composite functions of a sufficiently high continuity 
clars. However. by using the methods of linear programming together with 
difYcrential corrections for the nonlinear parameters. these optimal perfect 
splines can be computed with some accuracy (see [Xl). 
One of‘ the beauties of spline function theor), is that, unlike polynomials. 
;i spline function can remain bounded on the whole real axis, provided. of 
course. it can have infinitely man> knots. This being the case. it is natural 
to pose certain Chebyshev-like problems for spiines on the entire real axis. 
instead of ;I finite interval. For the monospline case. the problem was 
cleganti!, handled by Schoenberg and Ziegler [9]. and we wish now to 
investigate the perfect spline case. Specifically we consider the following class 
01 l‘urlctioils. 
Dl I‘INITION. Let 111 by any natural number and !et r - ~~ I, 0. I .._,. /)I ~ I 
The class t,(“ m= :P(.v)l consists of all functions with the following two 
properties: 
(i) P(.Y) !: C”(R). 
(ii) Let v be any integer. P(x) restricted to [?L, 21, -- I] is a polynomial 
of degree 1~1 with highest term s”‘. P(.u) restricted to [IV - 1. Iv] ih a poly- 
nomial of degree /PI with highest term --.Y”‘. 
The case when r ~ I means that (i) is v~uous, there being no continuity 
requirements between the separate polynomial components of P(X). Clearly 
P”“‘(.V) H!! _ except at the integers where the /Izth derivative is undefined, 
and \o the word “perfect, ” in the sense of Glaeser, applies to our class. Also. 
the hnots have been fixed at the integers. and so we deal with the so-tailed 
cardinal splines [7]. Therefore. it is appropriate to call the functions defined 
abo\,c cardinal perfect splines of degree 1~1 with /II ~.- I’ fold knots. Our main 
concern then is the follow-in& problem. 
Pr~h/cw. To determine 
having least Chebyshev norm 
Thi, problem can be solved using the ideas of Schoenberg and Ziiegler [9]. 
Our results complement and in some sense complete their work. 
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We can dispose of these two extreme cases rather easily. The problem is 
indeed quite trivial when r I. for then there is no continuity requirement 
at the integers. To describe the optimal perfect spline. let us denote by ‘/;,,(.Y) 
the usual Chebyshev polynomial for [ I, I]. Set 
and extend this detinition periodically with period 2. So P(.Y) : .Y,~~’ and 
clearly solves the problem for this case. 
For I’ -- 111 1 we need the so-called Euler polynomials /:‘,,,(A-). defined :IS 
the polynomial solution of the functional equation 
$.f(.v I I) f(.\‘)) .X”‘. i2. I ) 
It is easily seen that the Euler polynomials satisfy the boundary conditions 
E:‘:@) &y(I) 1’ 0, I ‘,..) 777 1 (2.2) 
if 117 . ’ I and that they are thereby determined up to an additive constant and 
a multiplicative scalar factor. From these relations we see that the extension 
E,,,(s), defined by 
a n d 
E,,,(x) E,,,(.r) for 0 .\‘,’ I (2.3) 
E,,,(s j I) - E,,,(S) for all .\‘. (2.4) 
is a spline function of period 2 with simple knots at the integers. Following 
Schoenberg [7] we call this composite function the Euler spline. Now from 
(2.1) we find that the Euler polynomials satisfy the difTerentia1 equation 
and so 
whence 
dE,,,(x)~rl.u ii7E,,, ,(.u). 12.5) 
Ly( .\‘) I77 !E,,(.u) 117 ! 
E,,,(.\-) c 9;:; 1, (2.6) 
We can now prove our first theorem. 
THEOREM I. Of all P(x) c -Yp::: I, only E,,,(x) has least sup-770~777 
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Ptm/~ For suppose to the contrary that there exists P(x) E YP:i:-’ and 
~ P(X),‘. ~ E,,(x)[~, . Then S(x) ~ E,,(x) ~~ P(x) is a polynomial of degree 
at most /:I ~ 1. Because of the oscillatory behavior of E,,,(X), S(x) must have 
infinitely many zeros; hence, S(x) 0. 1 
3. REstiLTS FOR 0 :” I’ ’ I?? - ? 
In this section we shall simply describe the results and defer the proofs to 
the later sections. 
We have just seen that in the two extreme cases. our problem is solved by 
appropriate extensions of either the Chebyshev polynomials or the Euler 
polynomials. For the intermediate cases 0 1 r :‘< 777 2, a solution will 
depend on a new type of polynomial. and since these new polynomials will 
enjoy a blend of the properties of the Chebyshev and Euler polynomials, 
we would like to call them the Euler-Chebyshev polynomials, or more 
shortly, ET-polynomials. 
The construction of the ET-polynomials depends on a new property of the 
Euler polynomials, and so it will be helpful to recall what these classical 
polynomials look like: see Norlund [S]. 
FIGURE 3 
We note that the odd order Euler polynomials are odd about x :m i with 
azeroatx z. while the even ones are even about I = 1 and have zeros 
ats 0 and .Y : I. So the functions defined by 
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and 
are polynomials. 
Now let us recall the definition of‘ ;I real C‘hebyshev set on an interval 1. 
A set @ of continuous real functions (i,t ,,,.. d,,, defined on / is :I Chr~~~~sl~et~ 
s)‘sf~~~/ if the ii)llowing condition is satisfied: Each nontri\ ial polqnotnial 
P ulcjJ, “’ u,,$,, has at tnost 17 1 distinct ~ero4 on /. Such shstetns 
at-e particularly important in approximation theory because ol‘the character- 
ization theorems for best approximation from such systems. 
At any rate. Lvith these delinitions in mind we can state the tbilouing 
theorem. 
,fort77s u Cl7ebj~sller~ .s.r.sfet7r 071 tlir r~lo.w~l it7frrr~af [O. A] 
And we can also state the next lheorem. 
,fbrtir.c u C‘lreh~~.shrl~ .s,~‘.stwI oti the closed it7tcwul [O. A]. 
We can also establish the following proposition, which is \cI‘)’ simiiar to 
Chebyshev’s theorem characterizing best approximations. 
PROPOSITION I. I.et ; /;(s).....,/;(.u)l hc rr Clrebj~.s/ir~~ .sj’.strtti oti [u. h] utirl 
defitir 
.:‘,(r) (.\’ u) /,(.\-) i I . 2. . I, (3.3) 
Let F(s) he (I c~otltitluous ,firtlc.tiotl on [N. h] ~m~ishing ctt N. ‘whet: thrrr exists N 
mic/w linear mtnbimtiot1 x:f 1 u, g?(x) yf’ fwst npproxitirutioti iti die wii/?wt77 
t7otw7 to F(s). This best upproxitnation is utliquel~~ churacteri;rrl f7.1. li k I 
point eqLiioscillutiot7 propert!!. i.e., there exist Ii I poitlts (I s, 
x.” ‘.’ -\‘I, ,~, h b44ere tlir error fimtioti ussut~ws the ruhtc~ of' its t7ort77 
with ultertiutiti,q signs. 
We can now easily describe the ET-polynomials. Using Theorem 2 and 
Proposition I together with the fact that L&(x) vanishes at .Y 0, WC define 
the ET-polynomial &,,.,,, -,(x) as the unique polynomial of the fortn 
F. -20,s,,-1(x) --= E,,,(x) -I- (.y-pEzq e&r) ;~ ... ~_- c,E,,,(x) (3.4) 
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with the property that in the interval [0, J] 
l$,,,,,,+I ~ I minimum. (3.5) 
In a similar way and using Theorem 3 together with the fact that 
L,,lI( I) : 0, we define the ET-polynomial E,,, ,,.‘,,(.v) as the unique poly- 
nomial of the form 
with the property that in the interval [O. A] 
” E,,, ,,z,i I, = minimum. (3.7) 
Now using the ET-polynomials we can construct the desired optimal 
perfect splines in the cases where the degree and the order of the continuity 
class are of different parity. 
Consider first -Yil ‘. By (3.4) E.,,,,z,,P1(~~) is a linear combination of even 
order Euler polynomials and so is even about x i. Furthermore, from the 
boundary conditions (2.2) enjoyed by the Euler polynomials, E,,,,,,+, inherits 
the following boundary conditions: 
p dJT.“l,-l(o) = -E~:;‘,,,,+,( 1) 1, L 0, I . . . 2p ~ 1 (3.5) 
So defining 
Ei,.3,,+,(.Y) ~~ &v.2,,-,(x) for 0 .Y~ I 
and 
Ein,+l(x 1 I) -c2,,,,1-,(.d for all x, 
we conclude easily that 
E 1q,2,,p,(.Y) E .Yy’. 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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We can now state the following theorem. 
THECIREM 4. Qfall P(x) E Yiy,m’, onl~~ Ez,i,z,, L(.v) has least sup-tlortt; 
In a similar way we can handle .Yi’i, 1 Ez,,+L,z,,(x) is odd about .Y J. 
and by (2.2) and (3.6j has the following boundary conditions: 
So defining 
E,, 1 1.2 ,,(.d E,,, ,.$,,(S) for 0 .\ I (3.1 I) 
and 
E, ,I,,, z/J.\- !- I) E.l,,f,,.,,,(.U) for 311 .Y. (3.1’) 
and we have the following theorem 
THEOKE~I 5. Oj’all P(x) t .Y$ 1 , OH/], E,,, L,.‘,,(x) lius leusf sipiiorm. 
As corollaries to these two theorems. we have the following 
COROLLARY 3. 7‘~7epoly~otwitrl E(x) E2,,,2,,m I (xj is tlie uuique pol?‘t~ottliul 
sa fi.TfjVng the following condilitions: 
(I) E(s) 
(2) Eil,yo) -I-ii. 
- lmtw degtw tertm: 
E”“(I). 1) 0. I . . . . . 2/l I: 
(3) E(x) hs /eust supt~otw7 itt [O. I ]. 
( I ) E(x) =- .P’ ’ 1 lonw degrw ~ermr: 
(2) E”“(O) L‘q I ). 1’ 0, I,..., 2p: 
(3) E(x) has least .wp-norm itt [O. I]. 
C’uriously enough. the same perfect splines which settle the problem in :?,;I 
when UT and r are of different parity also yield the desired result when the 
parity of ~1 and r is the same. 
THI:OR~XI 6. ef'Ll// P(X) E -y;:,;-1' , E,,,.,.2,,(x) has /eust sl//~-ttol’it: 
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THEOREM 7. Ofall P(x) t -Yi,:‘m2, E,,,,,+,(x) has least wp-nom. 
The question of unicity here is as yet unsettled. 
For low values of r, Y :I: I and 2, the ET-polynomials can be easily 
constructed explicitly. For example, consider E,,,r . and let I?L denote the 
least zero and /3 the largest zero of the Chebyshev polynomial T-,,,(.u). Then 
we have the following theorem. 
TIlEOREM 8. /5,q,,(.u) -= 2-“” ‘(p ~~~ T) 2ii 7,,,( \( 1 x) ,k). 
This theorem is easily verified. In the first place, the right side of the above 
equality is even about x -=m :i and it is a polynomial with highes~t term 9”. 
Also on [0, s] the polynomial has r/ points of equioscillation, and this fact 
together with Corollary I establishes the theorem. 
In a similar manner we can construct E2,1-I,2(.~). For starting with 7’Z~rtl(~~) 
and denoting the least zero and the largest zero of ‘ri;, I(~u) by 1’ and p’ 
respectively. we can establish as above the following theorem. 
4. Two LEMMAS 01; ?dWENRFRG A\D ZIEGLtR (‘ONCERhlNG 
ZEROS ot C‘ARDINAL SPWX FCNCT IONS 
To state these two fundamental lemmas, we need some notation. Let -‘/I,’ 
be the class of cardinal spline functions of degree 17 belonging to the continuity 
class P(R) (I b’. I’ u ~~ I ). We denote by -(eJr the subclass of .y,’ consisting 
of all splines S(X) such that 
S(s) :.- 0 in (77. 17 + I ) for any II. (4.1) 
We then count the zeros of any S(X) t ,‘y,,V in the following manner: If z is 
not a knot. we have a zero of multiplicity h- provided 
S(?) ..~ St(:) ~~ y-l’(=) 0. 
while 
py:) ~~~ (),
If = is a knot of multiplicity /, we may use the same definition for Fr 17 1. 
Now let Z{S(x); [a, h]] denote the number of zeros of S(X), counting 
multiplicities as above, in [a, 61. 
Lr:wA I. Let S(x) F ,pnv. Then 
Z&!?(x); [O, k]l I7 -+ (k I)(/7 r). (4.2) 
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The second lemma concerns functions which weakly oscillate about zero 
and yields a lower bound on the number of zeros of such a function. 
SllCh tlut H?ih E I 01’ I. 
E( I)’ S( I, //) 0, i I. z..... 3s: li il. I . . . (4.4) 
Then 
L;s(s): [O. /<Ii 2Sk I. x I.2 . . (4.5) 
For the proofs of these two lemmas. WC‘ refer the reader to the paper 01 
Schoenberg and Ziegler [9]. 
P~qf’ o/’ 7Irro~11 2. Suppose. to the contrary. that the collection 
I?,,,(.v), I!?.,,, ?(.Y)...., fl,,(.v) does not form a Chebyshev set. Then there exist 
(I p ~-~ I points 0 .\‘, .Y2 ‘“’ -x-r, /1 , A which are zeros for the 
nontrivial polynomial 
Qt.\-) (.,E,,,(X) .” (‘ii ,, ,&(.u) (0 .v A). 
Then by (3.2) 
A-Q(S) c, E,,,(x) ” (‘q )/ , .E,,,(.u) (0 
and xQ(x) must have zeros at 0, X, , \-.! . . . . .v,, ,’ 1 
Now consider the extension of .YQ(.u) defined by 
.Y i) 
.q.\-) iQ(.u, C,E,,](.Y) "' c,, ,, lE,,(.\-1. 
Then clearly S(.r) F .i?i,:’ ‘. and in each interval [v. v 1) S(x) has at least 
2y 21) + 2 zeros. This is true even if A-,,- ), r !,. for then s i must be 
a double zero because of the evenness of E,, 
Thus, we clearly must have 
z;s(.u): [O. /<]I X(2(/ 2/l 2). 
On the other hand from Lemma I we obtain 
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But for sufficiently large /i these two inequalities are contradictory. and so 
our original system must in fact be a Chebyshev system. m 
PNJ~~’ (‘_/’ T/7eo~n7 3. Suppose, to the contrary, that the collection 
&ii ,(x), E,, &.Y)..... E,,+,(x) does not form a Chebyshev set. Then there 
exist (/ - p - 1 points 0 .vL -... .v2 . . ... .’ s, .I), I A which are zeros 
for the nontrivial polynomial 
Then by (3.1) 
and (.v ~~~ i) Q(.u) must have zeros at 
Now consider the extension of (s 4J Q(X) defined b), 
Then clearly S(.u) F -c?‘i{ 1 Counting the zeros of S(x) in any interval 
[ v. 1’ 1). we find: 
if .Y, 0. s,, ,, , s.1 ;. then 2r/ ~. 2~ -i 3 zeros; 
if s, = 0, s,,~,, 1 -; i. then 2rj -. 2p + 2 zeros; 
if I, 0. .Y,,p,,m , := i, then 2y - 2p -~! 3 zeros: 
ifs, 0. .Y,,-,, 1 =- A. then 2q ~-. 217 ~~1. 2 zeros. 
So in any case we have 
Z]S(x); [O. k]i ’ : k(2q - 2p ‘- 2), 
while by Lemma I 
Again for sufficiently large k these two inequalities are contradictory, and 
so our set must be a Chebyshev system. 0 
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6. PROOF OF PROPOSITION I 
Clearly from the linear theory. we know that there exists a polynomial of 
best approximation (see Lorentz (4, p. 171). Suppose 
is such a best approximation to F(s), i.e.. 
where I’(s) is any other linear combination of the form (6. I ). We show that 
must take on the values & with alternating signs at /\ i I points. 
Set 
A’ ;.Y t [u, h] l/(S) il. 
A- ;s c [m. /I] MY) <r 
an d 
A : 4 u A 
Clearly these sets are closed and 4 n A Now if there does not exist 
a k A- 1 point equioscillation, then we must he able to divide [a% h] into at 
most k mutually disjoint open intervals 
such that 
I, :: I2 ‘.. I, i- h 
A c (J I,,+, , 
A- c (J 12, 
16.2) 
(or perhaps the other way around). 
Now using the Chebyshev property of the,f,(s), we can easily construct 
so that 
(6.3) 
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It follows that 
(s - n) Q(x) < 0 on (J Izj-l. 
(x ~- a) Q(s) -3‘ 0 on u lzi 
and (6.2) and (6.4) together imply 
(6.4) 
maAX (.r - a) Q(s) II(X) ( 0. (6.5) 
(6.5) contradicts the Kolmogorov condition for a best apf 
(see [4. p. 181). So we conclude that h(x) must exhibit k t- 1 
equioscillation, as claimed. 
)roximation 
points of 
Conversely. let us assume that there exists a P(x) of the form (6. 
l?(X) : = F(x) - P(x) 
1) such that 
has h 1 points of equioscillation. and :I h(x)’ := <. We then claim that P(x) 
must be the unique best approximation to F(s). For suppose there were to 
exist some Z?(.u) of the form (6.1) with 
F(.r) -~ P(x),’ 5’ r (6.6) 
and considet 
d-r) (F(s) ~ l’(x)) (F(x) ~ P(x)) 
= P(x) pl(.r). (6.7) 
Now g(a) : 0 and there are k more zeros because of (6.6) and the equi- 
oscillation requirement. So ,e(x) has at least k A 1 zeros. But by (6.7) and (3.3) 
where f(x) = zicl c&(x). Then f(x) must have k zeros: which contradicts 
our assumption that the,f,(x) form a Chebyshev system. i 
7. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 4 AND 5 
Turning our attention to Theorem 4. we consider E. 2,,,2,, (.r) and denote by 
0 < x1 -:: x, . _ “. : x, ,) ) 1 = ; 
its I/ ~~ /I -: I points of equioscillation. That x,~,+~ A is indeed a point of 
equioscillation for I!YY~~,~~,..~ (x) is easily shown by arguments similar to those 
which established Theorems 2 and 3. Define 
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Then since E.,,,,.‘,, I is even about .Y i and periodic. we see that the 
function attains extreme values with alternating signs at the 2q $1 I 
points s, in (0. I) and at all points congruent to these module 1. 
Now to show that E,,,,:,,, , is of least sup-norm within the class -@ii,’ ‘. 
suppose to the contrary that there did exist P(.Y) ( -YiS’ ’ such Hal 
~ F(.u) , , L‘,,.,,, ,(.y) / 17.1) 
Consider the spline function 
S( .Y) t’,,,,,,, ,(s) ~- F’(x). (7.2) 
which we suppose dots not vanish identically. Note that 
For if not. then we can assume that for home I: 
S(.u) 0 it‘ II I .\- 
S(s) 0 if II .Y II 
However. S(x) t C”‘,-+‘(R). and so we must have 
3, I 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
where not all of the c,, vanish. 
But by (7.1) and (7.2) together with the 2q 212 Am 1 point cquioscillation. 
we conclude that S(X) must have 2q ~~- 2p zeros in the interior of [M. II / I], 
and when we count the zero of multiplicity 2/1 I at s II, we find that 
S(x) has 29 zeros in [n, /? I], which is a contradiction since S(X) is :I 
polynomial of degree 2y I there. So S(X) t -Pi::: . 
So we can use Lemma 2 to conclude that 
%iS(x): [O, k]I k(2y 2p I) ~~- 1. (7.6) 
On the other hand. Lemma I shows that 
which contradicts (7.6) for large k. This settles Theorem 4. 1 
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Theorem 5 is handled in a similar manner, and so may be passed over 
without due concern. 
8. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 6 AND 7 
For these two final theorems, we need a new approach. We will use the 
Rivlin-Shapiro criterion for a best approximation, but this criterion. like the 
Kolmogorov criterion, is only applicable when the space in which the 
approximation is sought is finite dimensional. It is well known that the space 
of spline functions with infinitely many knots is not finite dimensional, and, 
therefore, we will have to seek some way to transform our problem to a finite 
dimensional setting. 
The way home is indicated by Theorems 4 and 5. There it turned out that 
the optimal splines satisfied the relation F(x -I~ 1) = -F(x) for all x, and 
that this is no accident is shown by the following lemma. 
LIMMA 3. If’F(x) is au element CI~‘C(,~~ qf’finite sup-nom~ 5, then there exists 
un efetvent F*(x) qf q,, f wlwse uorm is [. mid tl?is efement has the? ,foflowing 
periodicitj. relatioll: 
F*(x -- I) r ~ F*(x) ,fbr all x. 
Proqf Consider the sequence of functions 
n-1 
FJX) =- l/n c (--l)“F(x -1 V) I1 -= I, 2,... . 
II=,, 
These functions obviously belong to e,)’ and moreover 
The sequence {FJ is compact. Tn fact, on the interval [0, I], we have merely 
a uniformly bounded sequence of ntth degree polynomials which, therefore, 
clearly has a convergent subsequence. This observation is valid for every 
subsequence in each unit interval, and so we can use the standard diagonal 
process to establish the existence of a subsequence F,L6(x) convergent on 
(- co, co) and the convergence will be uniform on compact intervals. 
Denote the limit function byF*(x). Then clearly / F” 11% . : [, and F* E :Yn,‘. 
As for the periodicity relation, consider 
n-1 
= -I/n -Jy (-1)” F-(x -t-- V) + (l/n)(F(x) + (-1)+1 F(x + 0)). 
v=lJ 
h4oj8/4-2 
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Letting 17 --- i7, * m, and using the boundedness of Fon ( YJ. -0) we obtain 
Before turning to the proof of Theorem 6, let us recall the Rivlin Shapiro 
criterion for the real case ([6]: see also [4. Chapter 2 Section 31). We consider 
a real Banach space C[/], where / is any compact set, in particular [0, I]. 
Also suppose we have a finite set of real-valued functions @ C C[/], and let Q 
denote any element in the n-dimensional linear span of di. Then a (real) 
signatllre o on / is a function whose support consists of a finite number of 
points and whose values are ! I. Such a signature 0 with support 
s = (x1 )...? x,) will be called an extremul signutzne (with respect to the 
system @) if there exists a function p with support S for which 
and 
sign ~(x,~) =.- 0(x,;) /, If 2,.... I’ 
for all @-polynomials Q. Then we can state the following. 
CRITERION (Rivlin-Shapiro). A @-polynomial P, not identicully equal to 
the, firnction f E C[I], is a polynomial of best approximation j&r, f'lf and only iJ’ 
there exists an extremal signature o with support S = ix1 . . . . . xv) confained 
in the set qf eqttioscillations oj’,f‘ -~ P and swh that 
We can now turn to Theorem 6. From Corollary 4 we have that E,,.+,.,,(x) 
is of all polynomials of the form 
the one which has least sup-norm on [0, I]. This may also be viewed as the 
error function obtained when approximating E,, + 1 (x) by linear combinations 
of the Euler polynomials E,(x), v ~~ 2p + I :..., 2r/, in total 2~ 2p functions. 
We would expect a 2y 2p 1. 1 point equioscillation property for the error 
function, but in fact on [0, I], E3Q+l,.‘,, has 24 2p t 2 points of equioscil- 
lation. This difference leads us to suspect that even if we increase the 
dimension of the approximating space by adjoining the function E,,,(.r) we 
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will still get the same best approximation to f&,,(x). And in fact the above 
Lemma 3 shows that this observation is essentially the content of Theorem 6. 
Pro@” of‘ Theoren~ 6. Using the RivlinShapiro criterion, we show that 
E,,7 + r,P,(.~) is a best approximation of E,,;,(.r) by elements of the 24 2p i I 
dimensional subspace 
E,,,(x), E,,, al(.x.) )..., L,(x). (8.1) 
As before let s,‘, i =- I ,.... y p -C 1, denote the equioscillations of 
E 2,, l,zD(x) in [0, ;) described in Corollary 2. Define 
The set {.ui’ ~ i :== I,..., 24~ - 2p -:~- 21 exhibits all the points of equioscillation 
in LO, 11 for J%,,,,, (x). To show that the Rivlin-Shapiro criterion is satisfied, 
we must prove that there exists a set of weights 1~~ . . . . . M~,,,_~,,+~ such that 
20--Pp+2 
c I\‘jE,.(Sj’) F 0 u -= 2p, 2/J 1 )...) 24, (8.2) 
,=I 
and 
the weights alternate in sign. 
Select skew-symmetric weights, as follows: 
(8.3) 
where the Pi’s are positive and are to be determined. 
By the symmetries involved. relation (8.2) is valid for all even degree 
polynomials I%(x). We need only prove that for a suitable choice of positive 
numbers P, ,..., Pa-,,., (8.2) will hold for the odd degree Euler polynomials. 
The odd symmetry of I!&,(X) about $ indicates that (8.2) will hold if the P,‘s 
satisfy 
P-liL1 
c (--.-l)j’l PjE~L,+l(Xj’) : 0, u = p, 17 !- I . ...) y -- I. (8.5) 
, =I 
This amounts to a homogeneous system of r/ - p equations in the 
q -- p -+ 1 unknowns Pj . It follows easily from Theorem 3 that all minors 
of order 4 -- p of the coefficient matrix of this system are strictly of one sign, 
and. therefore, (8.5) admits a solution with P, :‘- 0. So the Rivlin-Shapiro 
criterion is satisfied, and Theorem 6 is complete. 1 
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Proq/‘of Tllcore/ll 7. Here we proceed much like above. We wish to prove 
that E,,,,,,,+ 1(~) is the best approximation to E,,,(X) using linear combinations 
of’ the 2~/ ~~~ 2p ) I functions 
I: A,, i(.u). E,,,(S) ,.... E,,,--,(x). 
Denote ah in Corollary I the (/ ~~ p + 1 points ofequioscillation of E,,,,,,- ,(.Y) 
and define 
0 XL .Y, .” .Y,, /, , .! . 
.\-.+.J,, “-1 I .Y, i I . . . . . q I’, 
Then the set I.\-, i I. I.. . 2q 211 I I exhibits all the points of cqul- 
oscillation in [O. I] of L~,2,J~1(~~). We now must exhibit a set of weights 
)I’1 , 1V.j ,.... H‘.,,, -2,)~ , such that 
“0 21, 1 
5 lt.iEv(.Yi) 0 1’ 2;’ I,..., 2q I (8.6) 
I I 
and 
the weights alternate in sign. (X.7) 
We select symmetric weights as follows: 
where Pi 0. These weights clearly satisfy (8.7) and due to the symmetries 
involved (8.6) is valid for the odd degree Euler polynomials. For the even 
degrees, (8.6) is a consequence of 
a system of (/ p equations in (1 ~ 1, I unknowns, and as before by 
Theorem 2 this system has a positive solution P, 0. 
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